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About the organization: At DPS Nashik, we recognize and celebrate the individuality of each student, inspiring them to 

discover their passions and pursue their unique paths. By fostering critical thinking, encouraging self-reflection, and instilling a 

success mindset, we empower our students to overcome challenges and reach for excellence. Our approach aims to cultivate 

global citizens who are not only academically accomplished but also prepared to make positive contributions to the world.

Vision of the organization: A community where teachers strive, every learner thrives and parents radiate with pride.

Team strength: 114

Student strength: 2046

Grades: Pre Nursery to XII

Implementing the I CAN processes since 2023-24



Grade 9C: T-Shirt making activity

   9D: Self reflection 

  9B: Poem Recitation

IDENTITY CURRICULUM
Implementation



Workshop
All class teachers were instructed to 
establish the agenda during the first 

five minutes of the Sanghamitra 
period, and the CTL was conducted 
by the teacher who taught the last 

period in the class. Later, other 
processes were introduced.

TRAINING
I CAN Process Training

Dry Run 
Photos of the set agenda were sent to the class teacher's group to receive 
constructive feedback on the agenda setting. Closing the loop was achieved by 
seeking feedback from students. The reflection of the entire day was then 
documented in the almanac by the students. Wing heads conducted meetings to 
reinforce the processes in the school.

Training
Training with RLC



IDENTITY CURRICULUM
Implementation

Grade 9A: T shirt making Activity



REFLECTION
Student Feedback



FEEDBACK 
Student Feedback



IMPACT

IC helped me knowing my students better and understanding them as they are. Every individual has a quality in 
themselves, we just need to respect them for who they are. - Teacher

Students enjoyed the session especially T-shirt activity.

Teacher Feedback

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1ugmxXRoZ91XtgshdFI2WjQhMHLPSogB-/preview


AGENDA SETTING
Implementation

Students as scribes writing the agenda set for the day



Workshop
All class teachers were instructed to 
establish the agenda during the first 

five minutes of the Sanghamitra 
period, and the CTL was conducted 
by the teacher who taught the last 

period in the class.

TRAINING
I CAN Process Training

Dry Run 
Photos of the set agenda were sent to the class teacher's group to receive 
constructive feedback on the agenda setting. Closing the loop was achieved by 
seeking feedback from students. The reflection of the entire day was then 
documented in the almanac by the students. Wing heads conducted meetings to 
reinforce the concept of agenda setting.

Training
Training at RLC



AGENDA SETTING
Implementation



IMPACT

Setting an agenda provides structure and organization, helping both students and teachers know what to expect. This 
creates a more focused and efficient learning environment. Additionally, having a set agenda helps in time 
management, ensuring that all necessary topics are covered during the class period. It also allows for better 
preparation, as students attend the class with a clear understanding of what will be covered and any materials they 
may need. Overall, a well-planned agenda can contribute to a more productive and engaging learning experience.

Teacher Feedback



BOARD PROTOCOL
Implementation

Grade 9: EnglishGrade 9: SST



Workshop
Workshop was conducted. 

Practice sessions were 
conducted on saturdays 

regularly.

TRAINING
I CAN Process Training

Dry Run 
Demo  sessions were conducted by the teachers on saturdays in wing meet. The 
meetings were headed by wing head. Feedbacks were given by other teachers 

and doubts were solved

Planning
Teachers planned for the board 
protocol with their co teachers 
weekly in department meets.



BOARD PROTOCOL
Implementation

Grade 7: EVS          Grade 5 : Hindi



REFLECTION
Student Feedback



IMPACT

Neatly written work ensures that information is presented clearly and is easy to read. So that students understand 
the material being presented. It helps in organizing ideas, steps, or concepts, making it easier for both the presenter 
and the audience to follow the progression of information. It allows for smoother communication of ideas and 
concepts for the ones who may be a part of the session in between due to some reason. Broad protocol can help 
students or audience members remember the material more effectively.

- Diksha Kakar (Educator at DPS Nashik)

Students are able to understand the board work easily and make their own short notes. It also helps them to focus 
on keyword which are written the Vocabulary section which is observed in their answer scripts in exam. Also, the 
recapitulation of the session can be done quickly.

Teacher Feedback



CONGLOM
Implementation



Workshop
Conglom guidelines were given 
by wingheads and lesson plans 

were made as per the 
instructions including the basic 

essence of Social Emotional 
learning.

TRAINING
I CAN Process Training

Dry Run 
The execution of the conglom was carried out with a captivating hook activity and 
major activity framing tone for the day. Each major activity was carefully curated 

to evoke excitement and anticipation, creating a dynamic flow throughout the 
event. Tones of the day were framed as inferred from the activities.

Workshop
Hook for conglom

https://docs.google.com/file/d/13XzgeORNE5D3yTyu47z3VQOSx-IKd8wl/preview


CONGLOM
Implementation

Teamwork EmpathyCollaboration Endurance



Reflection Meditation Empathy Card Making

CONGLOM
Implementation





REFLECTION
Student Feedback



REFLECTION
Student Feedback



FEEDBACK 

Mr Amit Saini, F/o Vanya Saini, Gr 7A

Parent Feedback



Workshop, Planning and Demo

TEACHER DRIVEN OBSERVATION
Training



TEACHER DRIVEN OBSERVATION
Implementation

 LINK- Observation Form LINK - Observation 
form

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rbT_oLIFPxPbfsDUcUpA5hrjaFOoxjpW/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rbT_oLIFPxPbfsDUcUpA5hrjaFOoxjpW/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tUADLJBocU9HtVsH5_l0DN-k6q8KW9mY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tUADLJBocU9HtVsH5_l0DN-k6q8KW9mY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tUADLJBocU9HtVsH5_l0DN-k6q8KW9mY/view?usp=sharing


     Peer observation Peer observation

TEACHER DRIVEN OBSERVATION
Implementation

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Oz9-jFoX8Og6c5mhL_ApjGupL2yG1K7Q/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VH2c1zrqyI0UN9ddUGiFTNHSfPNQwQiL/view?usp=sharing


FEEDBACK
Teacher Feedback



REFLECTION 
Teacher Feedback



IMPACT



DPS Logo


